Abstract-This paper reports our research on developing a model for a robot distributing flyers to pedestrians. The difficulty is that potential receivers are pedestrians who are not necessarily cooperative; thus, the robot needs to appropriately plan its motion, making it is easy and non-obstructive for potential receivers to receive the flyers. In order to establish the model, we observed human interactions on distributional handing in the real world. We analyzed and evaluated different handing methods that people perform, and established a model for a robot to perform natural handing. The proposed model is implemented into a humanoid robot and is confirmed as effective in a field experiment.
INTRODUCTION
A number of robots have been developed in research projects for serving people in daily public environments. Robots would work as a shopping assistant that approaches a customer to offer assistance in a shopping mall. Robots would talk to visitors and guide directions on the street. Robots would also perform friendly patrolling as a guard for the pedestrians to easily ask for helps in a public space. Other robots work in different environments such as museums, hospitals and homes.
In our daily life, it is very common to see people distribute objects such as flyers to pedestrians. For example, a shop assistant distributing coupons to customers in a shopping mall, a staff distributing pamphlets to visitors in a museum, or a clerk of a barbershop distributing advertisement flyers to pedestrians in front of a crowded station, and so on. It would be appropriate to assume that in the future these "distributing" works would be carried out by robots.
How does a robot take the place of doing such distributing work? Even though this might seem trivial for people, it is not at all trivial for robots. It is difficult for a robot to replicate what humans unconsciously perform. It needs to know every detail of the behavior, such as from which direction it should approach the target person, and where and when it should extend its arm for distributing. Since human beings are doing this unconsciously, intricately describing how exactly we are doing it is not easy.
In this study, we define this distribution interaction as distributional handing and focus in natural Human-robot interaction. We first studied distributional handing in humanhuman interaction, and then implemented it into a humanoid robot (Fig. 1 ).
II. RELATED WORKS

A. Studies related to handing behavior
Handing capability is built on a number of techniques in robotics. For instance, recent progress in mobile manipulation [1] [2] are clearly relevant. Some studies have also investigated how to make grasping socially acceptable [3] .
Specific to the handing interaction, early studies were devoted to generating natural handing motion, imitating how humans do it [4] [5] [6] . Huber et al., showed that a minimum jerk model makes arm motion appear more natural and made the subjects' response times shorter [7] . Cakmak et al., investigated how to design a handing-over motion to convey the moment when the person should receive the object [8] and how to learn a preferable robot configuration for the task [9] . Sisbot et al., showed how to navigate a robot [10] and manipulate objects in the vicinity of humans [11] . Koay et al., presents the results from a Human-Robot Interaction study that investigates the issues of participant's preferences in terms of the robot approaching method and handing over behavior in the context of a robot handing over an object to a seated person [22] . Further, the use of perspective taking for joint manipulation has been addressed [12] . However, most of these researches only focused on the behaviors for handing object to a specified person stopped at a fixed position. While in the case of handing object to walking pedestrians, the necessary knowledge such as how to choose a pedestrian as the handing target person, how to approach the person, at what timing and how should the robot extend its arm to provide the object to the target, would be very different from that in the conventional researches. This knowledge remains unknown. 
B. Studies related to approaching method
Besides the handing interaction, a few studies have addressed the process of initiating interaction, considering proxemics [13] and inviting behavior [14] . These studies addressed ways for a robot to exhibit intention to initiate interaction, but in these cases the robots were stationary, which makes the situation quite different from distributional handing.
There have been some studies that address how to approach humans. Dautenhahn et al., studied what kind of approaching behavior of a robot was preferred by users, and found that it is better to approach from the side instead of the front when users are seated [15] . While [22] reported that a seated person preferred the robot to hand over him the object by approaching from front side, in contrast with [15] . Shi et al., modeled people's spatial configuration when one person approaches another and implemented it into a robot [16] . Satake et al., proposed a target selection algorithm and path-planning algorithm for proactive approaching, in which a robot aims to meet people from a frontal direction [17] . These studies show that as the situation changes (i.e., the state of the target person, the interaction purpose of the robot, etc.), the approach method of the robot would be different from each other. This implies that we should investigate specifically proper approaching method for distributional handing.
III. MODELING DISTRIBUTIONAL HANDING
In some countries, such as Japan, China, etc., clerks from many kinds of shops or institutions often distribute flyers, coupons or pamphlets in many places such as shopping mall, museum or even outdoor. Hence, we decided to model distributional handing based on our observations of the handing behavior conducted by those people who really distribute objects.
As we could easily find in our daily life, people perform distributional handing in various kinds of ways. For example, some givers stand at a certain place with an extending arm, and wait someone in a flow of pedestrian to take it. While some other givers may walk to approach the pedestrians proactively and extend their arms nearby to handing. These differences of behaviors may have different effects on "persuading" the pedestrian to receive the object. It seems that some givers could often make many pedestrians receive the object; while some other givers may fail to give out even one object despite that he tried to handing to every pedestrian passed by. Thus, we consider that performing distributional handing in different ways would make great differences on the distributing efficiency. Our main goal is to find out what is the proper method of distirbutional handing, and then create a model for a humanoid robot.
A. Data Collection
We conducted our observation in a shopping mall (Fig. 2 ) in the Osaka bay area, Japan. The area includes a corridor of approx. 70m with 3-6 m width and 4shops alongside, and one big hall of approx. 300 m 2 which connects to the corridor. The corridor connects the hall to a train station, and many pedestrians passed through it and the big hall.
Both the corridor and the hall were covered with our people-tracking infrastructure using 49 3-D range sensors attached on the ceiling (combination of Panasonic D-Imager, ASUS Xtion, and Velodyne HDL-32E), providing an estimation of pedestrians' locations every 33 ms. 16 cameras were attached as well to provide video data.
The data collection of the pedestrians was conducted from 9 am to 8 pm on Sunday every week. By searching our collected data, we picked up 10 givers who worked on distributional handing in the shopping mall and analyzed their behaviors in 40 times for each giver.
B. Analysis of distributional handing 1) Finding the method of distributional handing:
To find out the proper method of distributional handing, we analyzed and evaluated different methods that the givers performed.
a) Focus of the behaviors in distributional handing :
Glasauer et al., suggested that for successful joint action the robot must act predictably for the human partner [18] . A study in handing objects to seated person [8] reported that a giver provides a signal by a motion of arm extension, which informs his/her intention of handing an object. Although situations in distributing objects to pedestrians are different from that, we consider that the giver in distributional handing also signals his/her intention. While not studied in [8] , it was often reported that gaze and spatial formation plays an important role in signaling to initiate an interaction [16] . Thus, our observation focused on these behaviors as below:
 Gaze: when and how did the giver look at the pedestrian, inferred from face direction  Approach: when and how did the givers position themselves for the handing  Arm: when and how did the giver extend his arm to offer the flyer to the pedestrian To evaluate whether the behaviors of distributional handing done by the givers are good or not, we define a successful ratio for distributional handing. If the target pedestrian received the flyer from the giver, we record the handing as success; if the pedestrian refused to take the flyer, the handing would be recorded as fail.
b) Different types of distributional handing :
We found that all the givers' gaze behavior were similarly. When a pedestrian has been chosen as the handing target, the givers kept gazing at the pedestrian to keep eye contact until the handing finished. In contrast, we found differences in approach and arm behaviors. We noticed that the givers perform distributional handing mainly in four patterns:
 Extend arm first and wait pedestrian: The giver firstly stayed on waiting at a certain place. She noticed a pedestrian and gazed at him ( Fig. 3-1-a) . The giver then began to extend arm to handing the flyer ( fig. 3-1-b ). When the giver fully extended her arm and completed the handing motion, the pedestrian is still a little far (Fig, 3-1 
-c).
 Wait for the pedestrian and extend arm nearby: The giver waited for the pedestrian's coming while kept holding the flyer at the waist-height at the beginning ( Fig.  3-2-a) . The giver did not start to extend the arm until the pedestrian got very close ( Fig. 3-2-b ). As shown in Fig. 3 -2-c, at the time that the giver completed the arm extending motion, distance between the giver and the pedestrian is just proper for the pedestrian to take the flyer instantly.

Extend arm first and approach pedestrian: The giver waited for the pedestrian's coming, and then noticed the two pedestrians came in pair (Fig. 3-3-a) . As the giver chose the pedestrian dressed in black as the handing target, the giver extended the arm holding the flyer in hand and began to approach the pedestrian (Fig. 3-3-b) . Instead of just moving to the side of the pedestrian's route and waiting, the giver kept moving towards the pedestrian to approach her. The giver did not stop walking until he reached the place that the pedestrian could easily take the flyer.
Approach pedestrian and extend arm nearby: The giver noticed a pedestrian came from the right side. She then moved to approach the pedestrian (Fig. 3-4-a) . As the distance between the pedestrian and the giver got close, the giver started to extend her arm to distribute the flyer while keeping approaching the pedestrian ( fig. 3-4-b) . At last, the giver stopped near the pedestrian and completed the arm extending motion at the same time.
We then asked two coders to classify all the 400 trials of handing from the 10 givers separately. Cohen's kappa coefficient from the two coder's classifications was 0.873, indicating that their evaluations were highly consistent. After classification, to analyze relationship between the behaviors and the successful ratio, the two coders discussed and reached a consensus in their classification results for the entire coding 
2) Detailed Modeling:
We then modeled the Approach pedestrian and extend arm nearby method and retrieved the parameters.
a) Detailes of the behaviors and timing:
To create the model, we further analyzed the details of each behavior and the timing.
 Timing: We define the timing that the giver started a behavior as t start, completed a behavior as t ready . Since gaze behavior could be completed momentarily, we set that t gazestart = t gazeready . Regarding the timing of t start , we found that the giver always began with gazing the target pedestrian. The givers then perform approaching behavior, and at last perform arm behavior when he/she got closer to the pedestrian. In some cases that the giver realized the pedestrian's coming were very late, the giver started the behaviors simultaneously. For t ready , the givers completed arm behavior just at the same time as he/she completed approaching behavior, i.e., t approachready = t armready (max error = 0.7s). In summary, we define the following constraints:
T gazestart < =t armstart < = t approachstart t armready = t approachready  Details of Approaching: We analyzed the approaching behavior of givers. When handing the object, it is typical for the giver to keep approaching the pedestrian until the pedestrian is close to his/her frontal right/left. While in some cases (12 out of all the 105 trials) that the pedestrian came directly towards the giver's initial position, the giver would avoid from the pedestrian's route and approach the pedestrian from side ( fig. 4) . Thus, we consider that in distributional handing, it is proper for a giver to approach the pedestrian from frontal left/right side instead of directly front. As shown in Fig. 5 , we denote the position of the giver and the pedestrian at t approachready as G ready and P ready . We formulate equations for candidates for G ready when P ready is estimated as below: 
where EP i (t) is the estimated position of pedestrian i at time t given his/her past velocity information, t predict is the time when the pedestrian can reach EP i (t predict ), the range of t predict is searched every 1 sec. Side indicates if G ready is on the left or right side of EP i (t predict ), FrontalLeft and FrontalRight are the functions to calculate the position of G ready from EP i (t). We decomposed the distance between P ready and G ready into frontal (element of the distance in the direction of the pedestrian's motion) and horizontal (in the direction orthogonal to the pedestrian's motion), as shown in figure 5 . By adding D frontal to moving direction and D horizontal to the orthogonal direction of the moving direction G ready could be calculated.

Details of Extending Arm: Previous work [4] suggested that the start and end position of the arm is an important signal to the target person for handing. In the collected data, the giver typically held the flyer just above waist-height from the beginning to t armstart . As getting closer to the pedestrian, the giver started to extend arm at about the same height as the pedestrian's waist-height ( fig. 6 ).We found that the height of the giver's hand is changing according to the pedestrian's height to make the pedestrian be comfortable to receive the flyer. We note that this height is independent of the giver's height. In this paper, we calculate the height of the pedestrian's waist by using a ratio of it to the overall height. As shown in Fig. 6 , we set the height of the giver's hand as h, the height of the pedestrian as H. We set k as the ratio of the height of the giver's hand to the height of the pedestrian. We then formulate a constraint for the height of the hand in the handing motion as follows:
b) Retrieving parameters:
Since it is difficult to precisely retrieve the parameters from the video data, we asked three givers to act distributional handing in Approach pedestrian and extend arm nearby method in our lab. We collected the data with a motion capture Figure 9 . Planning a path to move to the target at Gready system, which tracks the position data in 100Hz with error less than 2mm.
We computed the distance between P ready and G ready , and found that the average of |G ready -P ready | was 1.5 m (ranged from 1.2 m to 1.7 m). The average horizontal distance was 0.7 m (ranged from 0.6 m to 0.8 m) and the frontal distance was 1.3 m (ranged from 1 m to 1.5 m). From this, we set that the giver tries to keep the horizontal distance D horizontal at around 0.7 m, frontal distance D frontal at around 1.3 m.
We used the height of givers' hand and the pedestrians to calculate k (Eq. 2). The average of k is about 0.632 (ranged from 0.617 to 0.676). Therefore, we use the ratio k = 0.632.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF DISTRIBUTIONAL HANDING
From our analysis, we developed a system which controls the robot behavior to satisfy these equations. Figure 7 shows the system configuration. To cover a large area, we used a person tracking system based on 3-D range sensors which we had explained in Section III-A. There are three processes for the handing interaction. First, the target decider (section IV-C) selects a target person for handing interaction. Once the target is selected, the spatial formation controller controls the robot locomotion to adjust spatial formation (section IV-D), while the gesture controller controls the gaze and the arm behavior of the robot (section IV-E).
A. Robot
We used the humanoid robot Robovie [19] , which is 1.2 m tall with a 0.3 m radius and characterized by its human-like body expressions. It has a 3-DOF head and 4-DOF arms with 2-DOF hands. Its locomotion platform is a wheeled Pioneer3 DX. We set it to move at a velocity of 700 mm/sec (approx. 2.5 km/h) forward and 45 degree/sec for rotations. The acceleration of the forward and rotation are 600 mm/sec and 30 degree/sec respectively.
To hand out flyers, we attached a mobile printer to the right side of the robot's waist. The robot can print the flyer autonomously before finding a target; we prepared a gesture for the robot to pick it up with its right hand, which is a clip type one (Figure 8) .
B. Target Decider
This module selects a target person for the handing interaction based on position information of pedestrians. For each pedestrian i, it tests whether the future moment t, at which the pedestrian i will be at EP i (t), can be a good position for handing. In other words, it tests whether P ready = EP i (t) is satisfied. It calculates the positions where the robot should be for handing, i.e. G ready , and tests whether the set of (i, t, G ready ) can be realized given the robot's current position. It computes the time required to move from G current to G ready with the path shown in Figure 9 .
In this computation, it only chooses a plan with enough margin time. There is a parameter TimeToleranceFactor in the following equation, representing the coefficient to make a margin time, which is to cover possible small change of people's moving direction or small underestimation due to noise in sensing. This parameter was empirically set to 1.2, as an enough large value. Overall, the function below tests whether the robot can arrive to G ready in time: (3) where G current is the current position of the robot, EstimatedTime is a function returning the necessary timegiven maximum robot velocities -to move the robot from G current to G ready via WayPoint, which is a temporary approach target position on the line from G ready to P ready and simply set as the position 1 m away from G ready . This means that if the robot can finish the movement to approach and rotate to the target within the given time, the system considers it feasible.
Further, it tests whether the robot has enough time to extend its arm before arriving to G ready , based on the constraint in section III-B:
where EstimatedArmTime is the maximum moving time for each arm joint of the robot to reach the final position. The handing posture is calculated by the gesture controller which is described later. Thus, if the robot cannot finish extending its arm by the given time, the system does not choose this candidate. Finally, the system chooses the target person i who yields the minimum t that satisfies equations (3) and (4) (6) where the range of i within 0 to number of people, the range of t within 0 to 40 sec for computational economy, and the range of Side is left and right. To prevent oscillation of switching between multiple targets, the target person in the previous round of computation is prioritized in the choice of target in the current round. The function, isLastTarget(i) returns 1 if the target in the previous round is i; otherwise it returns 0. If all candidates are infinity, there is no target pedestrian. The target is updated every 500 msec.
As a simple implementation, EP i (t) is estimated by a linear interpolation with the past speed information of the pedestrian i as shown in Figure 5: ()
This provided performance that was sufficient for our application, though it could probably be improved using other sophisticated methods, such as described in [20] , [21] .
C. Spatial formation controller
Once a target is selected by the target decider, the spatial formation controller takes responsibility for navigating the robot. It controls the robot to reach WayPoint first, and then follow a line that connects P ready and G ready (as shown in Figure  9 ). Each position is updated every 100 msec.
To make the robot reach the G ready position at appropriate timing, we dynamically adjusted its velocity. We controlled the robot to move with high speed first; and then, in order to adjust arrival timing, it starts to decrease its speed when it gets close to G ready . Fig. 10 illustrates the idea of the control of the speed. In concrete, the forward velocity is controlled by considering the distance and angle to G ready as follows: (8) where v max is the maximum speed for the robot, RemainingDist is the summation of the distances between G current to WayPoint and WayPoint to G ready , i.e., D1 + D2 in Fig. 10 , RemainingTime is the remaining time to t approachready by considering current time and the required time for rotating.
Due to the difficulties of finding the timing of receiving, the control of spatial formation lasts when the pedestrian passes the robot. We define δ as the angle between the pedestrian's moving direction and the vector from the position of the pedestrian to the robot. When δ >= 90 deg, we consider the pedestrian to have passed.
D. Gesture controller
This function controls the gaze and arm motion. The gaze behavior is started from the very beginning (as explained in section III-B- (1)). That is, when a target pedestrian has been chosen, the robot's head direction is directed to the pedestrian's head location to create and maintain eye contact. The robot keeps directing its head direction towards the pedestrian until the distributional handing has finished.
For the arm motion, the gesture controller generates a handing motion. As illustrated in figure 6 , the height of the robot's hand was calculated by using the target height information as written in equation (2) . We had already defined the constraint in section III-B-(2)-(a) to explain that t ready of the arm is equal to that of approaching behavior. After one distributional handing interaction with a pedestrian, the robot's arm pose is set to the default one as shown in the left image of figure 9 . In addition, the robot said "Please (accept a flyer)" to the pedestrians at the time of t armstart .
E. Example
The Figure 11 shows a scene of successful handing with the method. When the robot found the target, it moved toward the G ready (Figure 11-a to b) , and extended its arm just before its arrival (Figure 11-c) . The pedestrians received the flyer without stopping his walk.
V. EVALUATION
A. Hypothesis and Prediction
The proposed method models how humans perform distributional handing. We expect that if this model is designed properly, the robot is able to convey its intention of handing to a target person equally successfully as a human would do.
As an alternative method, we used a method with the knowledge of handing objects to a seated person [22] . This is the current state of the art, as to the best of our knowledge there exists no other method for distributional handing. It is to make the robot approach the target person from front side, and start arm motion as the distance to the receiver got very close. The approaching method and timing for arm motion are different from what we found in this research. The situation that handing an object to a seated person is largely different from distributional handing. In distributional handing, the pedestrians are always moving, and they do not know that the giver would handing them the flyer from the beginning. We expect that pedestrians would often fail to understand the robot's intention of handing, and even if they understand its intention, busy people would not wait for the completion of the robot's handing motion since the robot's handing interaction is not performed in a timely fashion. Based on the idea above, we made the prediction as follows:
Prediction 1: With the proposed model, the robot will be more frequently successful in handing flyers (make more subjects receive the flyers) than the robot with an alternative method.
B. Method 1) Settings
The evaluation was conducted at a shopping mall where we conducted data collection. The robot was placed in a large hallway (8 x 12m) (Figure 12 ), which connects an event hall and a train station, and there are restaurants and shops nearby.
2) Comparison and Measurement
The two methods below were compared.

Distributional handing (proposed):
The robot is controlled by the proposed spatial information controller and the gesture controller described in Section IV.

Frontal approach and handing nearby: The robot performs handing interaction with a frontal approach and handing basis. In concrete terms, the robot approaches the target person from directly frontal and does not stop until it reaches the secure distance (set to be 1.2 m) without considering G ready constraints. The robot starts the handing motion 0.5 m away from its target positon. Aside from this difference in the timing of the handing motion and the stop position, other parameters and methods are shared with the proposed method.
We prepared several time slots (morning, midday and afternoon) and counter-balanced the order to carefully ensure that the sets of subjects who are exposed to each condition are equivalent. We measured the performance for each method by calculating the successful ratio.
C. Results
1) Verification of prediction
In the experiment, we conducted 30 trials for each condition. Figure 13 shows the success ratio of the two methods; the ratio of successful handing was 73.3% (22/30) for proposed method and 33.3% (10/30) for approach and handing method. A Chi-square test revealed significant differences in the successful ratio of the handing (2 (1) = 8.103, p<.01, φ= 0.367). Therefore, our prediction 1 was supported.
2) Analysis of scene of interaction
We analyzed reactions of the targeted person during the robot conducted the handing behavior. All 60 scenes of handing were analyzed. Below are results of coding.
Pedestrians who received the flyer:
-Kept walking: pedestrians received the flyer during walking, and did not stop their motion (like the case shown in fig. 11 ). -Stopped and received: pedestrians slowed down in front of the robot, and stopped to wait the robot approach them and hand the flyer. Finally they received the flyer; they stopped in front of the robot ( fig.14-b) and waited ( fig.14-c) ). -Turned back: pedestrians once avoided the robot, but they turned back to the robot when it extended arm. Pedestrians who did not receive the flyer: -Passed by: pedestrians passed by the robot without changing their moving direction and speed. -Avoided: pedestrians changed their moving direction to avoid the robot.
-Stopped and observed: pedestrians stopped and observed the robot; but, when the robot approached and handed the flyer, they did not receive it.
The coding results are shown in the table 2. Cohen's kappa coefficient from the two coders' classifications was 0.869, indicating that their evaluations were highly consistent. The pedestrians who received the flyer while walking (i.e. "kept walking") are only found in the proposed method. In addition, "passed by" pedestrians were only found in the proposed method. This means that for such people the robot with the proposed model did not disturb their walking. In contrast, there are many "avoided" pedestrians found in the alternative method. Fig. 15 shows an example of "avoided" category in the alternative method, in which the target pedestrian change his course when the robot approached. "Avoided" would indicate that the robot obstructed the pedestrians during handing behavior. We conducted a Chi-square test for the ratio of avoided pedestrians (i.e. "avoided" category) among all pedestrians. The results revealed significant differences between two conditions (2 (1) = 7.702, p<.01, φ=0.358). It means that the proposed method prevents the robot from obstructing pedestrians and would increase the success ratio.
VI. DISSCUSSION
In our setting, the robot moved around a large space and approached pedestrians there. However, in other contexts, different motions might be desired. For example, if the robot's task is to distribute pamphlets in a narrow corridor or narrow space (e.g. entrance gate), perhaps the robot should stay at the same location and wait a flow of visitors continuously come through in a line. We believe that our model can be partly used to deal with such interaction. We can compute G ready position for such potential visitors in a flow, and locate the robot there. The timing computation for timely extend its arm toward the moment visitor arrive to P ready will be still useful.
The parameters in our model deal with Japanese subjects and our own robots.
VII. CONCLUSION
We studied distributional handing interactions where a giver meets a pedestrian. From these interactions we created a model of natural human interaction. The model was then implemented into a humanoid robot and tested with an evaluation experiment. We compared the proposed model with a baseline model. The experiment results proved the proposed model is effective.
